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Capsule Series For Busy People?
Both of us have been getting requests from far
and wide for materials on Bible and Science. It
seems that there is a renewed attack against
the scientific reliability of the Bible.
Once we decided to write such a book, a good
number of our friends asked us for books which
can be read even on mobile phones. Most of our
young readers are busy professionals and they
wish to read these books quickly and easily,
and this series is our answer.
These books are designed in A5 size to make it
very convenient to read on even small mobile
phones. The size of each book is kept small so
you can finish reading in 10 minutes.
Please help us by spreading these compact
eBooks to your friends. These books can be
sent even to your non-Christian friends. Please
spread the blessing and please create wide
awareness that Bible contains no blunders of
science.
Dr. Johnson C. Philip
Dr. Saneesh Cherian
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Bible And Modern Science -- 5
Before taking up any discussion on Bible
and Science, it must be understood very
clearly that Bible was NOT written
primarily to serve as a textbook of
science. Rather, it was written mainly to
communicate divine truths to the
common man, and hence the language
is popular and not technical in style.
However, since it is a communication
inspired by God, and since God is allknowing, nothing written in the original
autographs can go contrary to the facts
of any discipline of science.
Every age has its popular theories and
fads, and many of them seem to
contradict some statement or other of
the Bible. However, we must remember
that the popularity of a theory has
nothing to do with its scientific accuracy
or merit. Therefore, if any theory seems
to contradict any portion of Bible, it is
better to wait till more facts come to
light.
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In relation to the discussion of Bible and
Science, the history of Christianity
shows two major types of errors. First,
some people who do not have a proper
perspective about scientific theories
immediately try to harmonize each
currently popular theory with the Bible,
sometimes in every minute detail.
Sooner or later that popular theory is
discarded by the scientific community,
making that "harmonization" laughable.
The second major error is to reject those
biblical passage that seem to conflict
with a scientific theory. People who do
this are only exhibiting their ignorance
of history which has time and again
shown that it was our knowledge, not
the Bible, that was in error at a given
point.
An examination of the repeated
controversies
will
demonstrate
immediately that there is a curious
prejudice in the human hearts against
the Bible. If a scientist makes a
statement, it is generally accepted with
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awe even if there is insufficient data to
support his statement. On the other
hand, if the Bible makes a similar
statement, it is looked upon with
suspicion even if there are enough facts
to support it. Such a prejudice is
surprising because many of the theories
and
assumptions
expressed
by
scientists are highly unstable and are
often based upon incomplete knowledge.
The reason for this peculiar behavior is
obvious: the world is in revolt against
God, and it will therefore accept
anything which negates God's existence
and actions. It is no wonder that men are
hasty to play up each and every new
scientific theory against the Bible.

Errors Of Ancient Scientists And
Philosophers
Before we take up Bible verses that deal
with scientific subjects, we must have a
look at the "science" of ancient men of
learning. This is done to show how
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erroneous their popular ideas were.
Since their knowledge was accepted as
supreme, people accepted their theories
without any question or doubt. Since the
human writers of Bible lived in the
periods when such teachings were
widespread, there is every possibility of
those wrong theories getting included in
the Bible. But not even a single such
theory has been incorporated into the
biblical text. Without any doubt, one has
to invoke Divine Inspiration to explain
how the biblical writings remained
uncontaminated.
A sample of the
scientific ideas of
reputed
ancient
scientists
and
philosophers is as
follows:
Plato: One of the
greatest
men
of
learning, Plato wrote:
"Using the language
of probability, we may say that the world
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became a living soul and truly rational
through the providence of God".
He believed that there were only four
elements in this universe: Earth, Air,
Fire, and Water. According to him, 'Out
of such elements which are in number
four, the body of the world" was created.
Further, he used to believe and teach the
world was a vast and visible animal that
produced earth-quakes when it moved.
Aristotle:
Aristotle
is
credited with giving birth
to modern science. He had
accumulated
a
vast
amount of knowledge, yet
many of his theories were
wrong. He used to teach
that the earth was the center of the
Solar-system. According to him the
function of the blood was to cool the
brain; also, that women had fewer teeth
than what men had.
The Ancient Greeks: The ancient Greeks,
who were among the most learned
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people, thought that god Atlas bore the
heavens on his head and shoulders.
(This is the reason why today worldmaps are called atlases).
The
Egyptians:
The
sciences and arts were
highly
developed
in
Egypt as is clear from
the Pyramids and the
mummies left by the
ancient
Egyptians.
Despite
their
technological advances, their scientific
ideas contained a lot of error. For
example, they used to believe that
originally only the oceans existed. On
this ocean appeared an egg (or a flower)
from which the sun-god was born. The
earth, the sky and everything else in the
skies came out of their bodies and
activities.
They had such a collection of myths that
no person educated in Egypt could have
escaped their influence. Yet Moses who
was trained in "all the wisdom of the
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Egyptians" never incorporated even a
portion of this mythology in his five
books.
The Babylonians: The
Babylonian ideas of
creation go back to the
days of Hammurabi
(around two thousand
years before Christ),
who
was
an
acknowledged
philosopher-king
of
his times. Yet all what
he wrote, or what is
available from ancient Babylonian
sources, is full of myths similar to the
Egyptian stories.
Conclusion: We have cited some of the
philosophies and beliefs held by few of
the most learned of the ancient people.
Their beliefs provide the background in
which the biblical writers wrote their
books. Since their ideas were widely
accepted, there was every possibility of
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these ideas being carried into biblical
writings, but this never happened.
Some might try to argue that pagan
philosophers held to wrong notions
because they did not have access to
modern scientific equipment; but we
must point out that neither did the
biblical writers have access to such
equipment. On the contrary, most of the
writers of biblical books were flooded
from all sides with wrong hypotheses
and theories cited above. Yet none of
them included any wrong theory in their
writings; even Moses who was trained in
all the colleges of higher learning of the
Egyptians did not include a single such
hypothesis in his five books. This
unconformity can be explained only by
the presence of an "all-knowing" hand
behind the writing of the books of the
Bible.
Did this book help and bless you? If yes, then why selfishly keep the
blessings to you alone? Why not send a copy of this Capsule book via
email attachment, WhatsApp, or any other means to at least a few
dozen people to share the blessings? Yes, DO IT right NOW!!
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